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Remove the cost and hassle of on-premise hosting while retaining  
complete control and ownership of your physical servers, with  
Colocation at our secure, privately-owned data centre.

Colocation is a cost-effective way of keeping 
control of your physical servers but without 
the time and cost outlay involved in  
maintaining an onsite server room.

Our high-specification, Cheltenham-based 
data centre is easily accessible from much  
of the UK, while our installation and  
management service makes setup  
and maintenance easy if you’re based  
further afield. 

 › Flexible plans, tailored to your  
specific needs

 › Reduce the burden further with  
our managed service options

 › Modern, efficient, low PuE  
data centre - ISO 9001/27001
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 › 24/7/365 support and access
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How Colocation will benefit your business

Our difference

Pricing (per month)

Complete security for your hosted 
servers. Our 24/7 CCTV, manned 
security, perimeter fence and ISMS 
certified access control system 
combine to keep your servers safe 
around the clock.

Reduced infrastructure costs.  
Colocation removes cost-heavy  
demands such as cooling,  
ventilaton and risk suppression  
systems, freeing up finances for 
other projects. 

Resilient, fully redundant data 
centre. From our carrier diverse 
core network to onsite power  
generation and multiple UPS,  
we give you optimal uptime  
for complete peace of mind.

Managed service options. Make 
Colocation even less of a strain on 
resources with our managed  
service; you simply provide the tin 
and we’ll look after everything else.

Since 2009, we’ve been providing safe, secure 
and accessible Colocation services from our 
private, Cheltenham-based data centre, 
helping both service providers and end users 
achieve increased security and cost savings 
for their hosted data and applications.

We’re ISO 9001 and 27001 accredited, and 
have decades of combined hosting 
experience, helping us to meet all of your 
Colocation needs. 

We’re also flexible and easy to work with 
and we know that one size doesn’t always fit 
all; we thrive on finding creative solutions to 
problems that other providers can’t solve.  

Quarter rack
£190

Half rack
£350

Full rack
£760

Full rack
£1,080

Cabinet size 10U, shared 21U, shared 42U, private 42U, private
Switch port capacity 100mb 100mb 1000mb 1000mb
Copper switch port    

Power 2 amps 4 amps 8 amps 16 amps
CDR bandwidth 2Mbps 5Mbps 10Mbps 10Mbps
Remote hands allowance    

24/7 support and access    

Free IP KVM access    
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For bespoke requirements, please get in touch with our Sales team at sales@safehosts.co.uk.
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